
WRITING ASSESSMENT KS2 IDEAS FOR FUNDRAISERS

Fundraising and Charity Resources teaching resources for Key Stage 2 KS2 BBC Children in Need Colour by
Calculation Maths Differentiated Worksheets.

Pupils will be using strategies with increasing independence and sophistication, and will increasingly be able
to combine them. Online auction What about hosting an online auction to raise money for your school? Race
night Race nights showing greyhounds or horses can generate a lot of interest. They collect used printer
cartridges and donate the money raised straight back to the school. Primary school car wash Open up the
school playground, car park or field and hold a fundraising car wash. You could operate the evening as a quiz
with a blind tasting. Pupils need to have a reason to write and someone to write for. An auction can be opened
up to everyone in the community to raise more money! Combine with some cheese too! Rounds can be
themed according to a topic or subject. Support should then be gradually reduced as pupils take increasing
responsibility. Talking of bricks, what about getting LEGO bricks personalised as a fundraiser? Alternatively,
the classic international evening is always popular too and this showcases music, food, dance and dress from
around the world. Obviously, lots of helpers would be needed and all child protection concerns need triple
checking but they can be a lot of fun once a year! It builds on the recommendations presented in our
Improving Literacy in Key Stage One report, but is specific to the needs of pupils at Key Stage 2. Combine
this idea with a cookbook fundraiser where parents and grandparents contribute their most loved family
recipes which are then compiled and published as a school cookbook â€” including school dinner recipes too!
This report is part of a series providing guidance on literacy teaching. Most pupils will need an emphasis on
developing reading fluency, but some pupils may need a focus on more basic skills, such as decoding and
phonological awareness. Diagnostic assessment makes teaching more efficient by ensuring that effort is not
wasted on rehearsing skills or content that a pupil already knows well. Pupils should learn how, when, and
why to use each strategy. These are more appropriately done in teams rather than as individuals as this lessens
the pressure and makes an event a lot more enjoyable. They are an excellent way of bringing parents, teachers
and pupils together in a fun social context as well as other members of the local community. The strategies
should be described and modelled before pupils practise the strategies with feedback. The trail involves some
puzzles to solve and guess the scarecrow these can be themed and people guess who they are â€” from Elvis to
Hagrid! Instead of sleeping in school, why not ask families to pitch a tent on the school field from Saturday
afternoon until Sunday morning? Primary quiz night Quiz nights are also relatively easy to organise and can
raise significant sums of money. This can be developed through: guided oral reading instructionâ€”teachers
model fluent reading of a text, then pupils read the same text aloud with appropriate feedback; and repeated
readingâ€”pupils reread a short and meaningful passage a set number of times or until they reach a suitable
level of fluency. The idea is simple â€” supporters buy or sponsor a brick to be put towards a new building
project. Pupils should practise sentence-combining and other sentence construction techniques. There is a
strong and consistent body of evidence demonstrating the benefit of structured interventions for pupils who
are struggling with their literacy. Nevertheless, it is likely that a small number of pupils will require additional
support. Spelling should be explicitly taught and diagnostic assessment should be used to focus effort on the
spellings that pupils are finding difficult. To develop the recommendations we reviewed the best available
international research and consulted experts to arrive at key principles for effective literacy teaching. Primary
school bingo night A sociable and popular game, bingo is a fun and easy to set up making it a great fundraiser
that parents and children can do together. When done in the style of a Great British Bake Off, they are a crowd
puller and crowd pleaser and a reliable fundraiser that can generate a surprising amount of money. Extensive
practice, supported by effective feedback, is required to develop fluent transcription skills. One of the best
ways to organise this is to involve a local wine merchant who could provide wine as cost price and run the
evening for you in exchange for promoting their business. Primary school circus sound familiar? Transform
your hall space into a Bollywood set and ask everyone to dress in a Bollywood theme.


